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Skating with Donovan:
Thoughts on Librarianship As a Profession
Richard A. Danner
ABSTRACT. James M. Donovan’s article: “Skating on Thin Intermedi-
ation: Can Libraries Survive?” argues that librarians place more emphasis
than they might on providing service to library users at a time when infor-
mation seekers are relying less on intermediaries, and that over-emphasizing
service to the detriment of other values diminishes the status of librarianship
as a profession. The article presents two contrasting models of librarianship.
This article discusses Donovan’s models and comments on the continuing
importance of the service model to librarianship.
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INTRODUCTION
My favorite professor at the University of Wisconsin Library School
(now School of Library and Information Studies) was Jack Alden Clarke,
who taught at the school from 1965 until he retired in 1986. Professor
Clarke taught his social sciences reference course by thumbing through
thick dog-eared manila folders ﬁlled with ads for reference sources that he
had collected (perhaps to update his text: Research Materials in the Social
Sciences1), and wanted to talk about that day in class. I remember him
(others’ recollections may differ) as being a bit wild-eyed as he whipped
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through his folders and notes, seemingly putting together each class on
the ﬂy, somehow giving the impression that he was always really thinking
about something else.
One day, perhaps in the middle of a discussion on the value of the then
still fairly new International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (1968),
Professor Clarke paused for a moment, looked out at the class, and said:
“You know, there is no point in doing any of this unless you stop sometimes
and think about what it is you’re doing. You shouldn’t be doing any job
unless you know why you are doing it.” And then, he turned back to his
folders to continue with whatever was the topic of the day.
Initially, Clarke’s comment struck me mostly because of its timing, but
it has stayed with me. When I heard it, as I was about to begin my career,
librarianship itself was on the verge of an era in which “thinking about what
you are doing”would become a necessary exercise for practicing librarians.
An era in which telling a new acquaintance that you are a librarian leads
not necessarily to a bemused smile and comments about getting to read
the new books ﬁrst, but to questions about why, anymore, do we need
librarians or even libraries at all.
“SKATING ON THIN INTERMEDIATION”
James M. Donovan’s article: “Skating on Thin Intermediation: Can
Libraries Survive?”2 is a welcome contribution to conversations that li-
brarians are and should be having among themselves and with others in
journals, blogs, and other forums.3 In that spirit, I appreciate the opportu-
nity to comment on Mr. Donovan’s article.
Donovan is concerned about what he perceives as the tendency of li-
brarians to place more emphasis than they might on their role in providing
service to library users at a time when information seekers see less and less
need to rely on intermediaries to ﬁnd the information they need. Among
others, he then cites Harvard Law Librarian TerryMartin for his suggestion
at a 1996 American Association of Law Libraries town meeting that the
need for librarian intermediation between information seeker and informa-
tion sought has always been “a systems failure to some degree,”4 stemming
from librarians’ long-standing poor training of their users, poorly designed
catalogs, and poor organization of collections. (Ah, Terry, the things we’ll
say while being cross-examined by Arthur Miller.) Donovan also quotes
Martin for his comment later on in the town meeting: “I don’t care if books
are gone. In fact, from my point of view, it would be good if books were
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gone. . . . ”5 The quotation in Donovan’s article, however, does not com-
plete Martin’s comment, which describes his allergies to the dust and mold
in books as the reason why “it would be good if books are gone.”
Donovan’s concern with intermediation is actually less with librarians’
staking their future on a role they might lose than with the impacts of
their emphasis on service on the status of librarianship as a profession.
After his initial comments on intermediation, he moves to the heart of
his article: a discussion of two contrasting models of librarianship. That
discussion includes critiques of two works that focus on law librarianship
as a profession. One is the 1996 report of the AALL Special Committee
on the Renaissance of Law Librarianship in the Information Age6; the
other is my 1998 Law Library Journal article: “Redeﬁning a Profession.”7
Donovan closes his article with thoughts on librarianship as a profession. I
will comment here on the models proposed by Donovan and the questions
he poses about the service mission of librarianship.8
MODELS OF LIBRARIANSHIP
Donovan ﬁnds a threat to libraries and to librarians9 in the ways that
librarians have reacted to technology, or as he puts it “more precisely, li-
brarians’ reactions to how technology has changed patron expectations.”10
He presents two models of librarianship to explain librarians’ responses
to the changing demands of library patrons: one is described as a “weak”
model, in which the librarian’s primary role is to react to institutional pres-
sures and patron demands by striving to provide “something called ‘good
service’” to library users; the other is a “strong” model, which emphasizes
adherence to professional values and ideals “while pragmatically answer-
ing to bureaucrats and striving to foster a positive experience for patrons.”11
(Donovan notes that calling the service-based model “weak” is not meant
to be pejorative, yet one wonders why he chose the labels “weak” and
“strong” for his models when other (perhaps more descriptive) labels, e.g.,
“service” or “user-oriented” for the ﬁrst, and “values” or “professional”
for the second, might have been used.)
Donovan sees what librarians do under the service-based weak model as
externally deﬁned and possibly disconnected from professional values and
the essential tasks of libraries.12 The strong model, however, incorporates
not only service to patrons, but “other, sometimes conﬂicting responsibil-
ities,” tied closely to professional values.13 For Donovan:
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Which model one follows mirrors one’s stance on the question of
whether librarianship is a true profession.Without a ﬁrm commitment
to the profession-based strong model, librarians are destined to fade
into oblivion alongwith other old-fashioned “good service” providers
like the milkman, travel agent, and the local shopkeeper. . . .14
For Donovan, because it emphasizes meeting users’ information needs,
the weak model lacks connection to the values and ideals that are nec-
essary for an occupation to be a profession, not merely a job. He ﬁnds
a postmodernist foundation for the weak model in sources such as Laura
Cohen’s “A Librarian’s 2.0 Manifesto,”15 a list of rather innocuous “af-
ﬁrmations” such as: “I will recognize that the universe of information
culture is changing fast and that libraries need to respond positively to
these changes to provide resources and services that users need and want.”
Cohen intends her 17 statements “to generate positive energy as [librarians]
engage with some of the pressing challenges that face the profession,”16
and to create traction for her hopes to incorporate the culture of Web
2.0 (“the revolution in the way people create, edit, search, evaluate, or-
ganize, and share information”17) into libraries (“Library 2.0”). Cohen’s
afﬁrmations emphasize the need for librarians to learn the “information
culture” of their users and to shape [library] services to reﬂect users’
preferences and expectations.”18 Donovan argues that, because they are
inﬂuenced by popular culture, the demands of library users “have grown
at odds with the long-term responsibilities of librarians, and librarians
seem unable to resist being pulled along.”19 As evidence, he cites li-
braries emulating Google’s search engine in their online catalogs, the
Library of Congress wishing to “dumb down” its cataloging practices,
and products like Google Book Search effectively encouraging their users
“to think in digestible, keyword-accessible bytes at the expense of com-
plex ideas.”20 As Donovan points out, “nowhere does [Cohen] mention
heretofore traditional skills such as collection development, evaluation, or
preservation.”21
Cohen’s manifesto and other sources Donovan cites might exemplify
postmodernist librarian responses to changes in technology by emphasiz-
ing engagement with library users and employment of new technologies,
but are they necessarily at odds with appropriate professional values for
librarians? At least some “postmodern” commentary on libraries and li-
brarianship is helpful in thinking about these questions. Donovan quotes
a 1999 article by Dave Muddiman primarily for its description of a user-
centered postmodern library,22 but, read in its entirety, Muddiman’s piece
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also provides a fascinating take on the history and development of the
modern library.
Muddiman argues that, as part of the development of modern societies
in Europe and North America, libraries “helped legitimize and control an
accepted body of ‘public’ knowledge which formed a recorded narrative of
civilization’s progress and the basis for its further advance.”23 Civil society
required free circulation and dissemination of knowledge, as well as literate
citizens. As a result, libraries were central institutions in the development
of a “public sphere” of discourse, which required whatMuddiman terms “a
relatively autonomous set of communications networks and social spaces
controlled by neither the state nor other vested interests.”24 In this role,
one can see the origins of the values and ideals of modern librarianship, as
well as their connections to the traditional functions of the library:
If the modern library was to become the guarantor of access to public
knowledge, modern librarianship was equally to develop as a philos-
ophy and practice of its collection, legitimization, organization, and
dissemination. . .. Thus librarianship constructed its ideals, which fo-
cused on the unity of learning and the notion that all knowledge can
be classiﬁed (ordered, disciplined), according to fundamental rules of
properties. Librarianship at its most intellectual developed elaborate
and sometimes elegant schemes for this process. . . .25
Eventually, in the twentieth century, Jesse Shera and others would fashion
from these elements a view of the library as “a dynamic social institution
whose function is both to organize and disseminate knowledge . . . to
facilitate progressive social change.”26
Muddiman thus demonstrates a useful connection between the tradi-
tional activities of libraries and the development of the modern values of
the profession of librarianship. He goes on to describe postmodernist cri-
tiques of librarianship, which challenge the “modern” view, ﬁnding that
the discipline of information and library science can also be seen as “a dis-
course of control rather than of liberation,” and that, “despite its occasional
idealist rhetoric, librarianship in reality was oftenmundane, pragmatic, and
bureaucratic.”27 By the end of the twentieth century, scholarship in library
and information science turned from concerns with knowledge to focus
on information: “ ‘Information’ is quantiﬁed for what it can do, rather
than valued, as knowledge, for what it is. The structures of this knowl-
edge themselves, erected so assiduously by ‘modern’ librarians, become
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mutable, subjective, transient.”28 Some writers, however, have focused
their work on
the potential of information and communication technologies for
the liberation of individuals constrained and excluded by the struc-
tures and norms of modernity. For these writers, a postmodern
ILS is user centered. It must recognize the sovereignty of individ-
uals or communities in the knowledge utilization process and de-
velop theories and (more practically) systems and services to assist
them.29
As a result, whether or not they think of themselves as postmodernists,
many writers about librarianship write less about traditional library ac-
tivities and are, instead, advocates of the user-centered approach which
troubles Donovan.
More recently, Nicholas Joint, inspired by conference discussions at the
University of Loughborough in 2006, set out the challenges that librarians
face in answering the sorts of questions postmodernists might pose.30
Joint notes ﬁrst the features of the current “largely hybrid information
environment”:
• Regardless of format, information objects (books, journals, web
pages, pdfs) do exist.
• They are describable.
• They are collectable and must be put into ordered collections.
• They are preservable and need to be preserved to maintain the conti-
nuity of knowledge.
• These features make the library accessible.31
In this hybrid environment (the seemingly unending period of “change” and
“transition” to which librarians frequently refer), digital libraries exist, but
are in many ways “merely reincarnations of old media, repressing the in-
trinsic nature of new digital media in order to make change manageable.”32
For some, “the most interesting aspects of any new technology are the as-
pects which are dissimilar from what went before,” but librarians and
other creators of “interim digital libraries” often fail to recognize that dig-
ital information is not the same as print—despite the attraction initially of
pretending that it is.33
In contrast to the present interim environment, Joint posits, then expli-
cates, ﬁve features of what he calls “a new digital order”:
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1. There are no traditional information objects on the internet with
determinate formats or determinate qualities: the only information
object and information format on the internet is “ephemera.”
2. The only map of the internet is the internet itself, it cannot be de-
scribed.
3. A hypertext collection cannot be selectively collected because each
information object is inﬁnite and inﬁnity cannot be contained.
4. The problem of digital preservation is like climate change: it is man-
made and irreversible, andmeans that much digital data is ephemeral;
but unlike climate change, it is not necessarily catastrophic.
5. Thus, there is no such thing as a traditional library in a postmodern
world. Postmodern information sets are just as accessible as tradi-
tional libraries, but without possessing any of the traditional features
of a library: there are no formats, no descriptions, no hope of collec-
tion management, no realistic possibility of preservation. And they
work ﬁne.34
Joint asks where librarianship ﬁts into this new digital order, but offers
no real answers, perhaps because he ﬁnds that the outlines of postmodern
cultural forms are still indistinct.35 His only advice is that it would be
foolhardy for librarians to “charge off in pursuit of revolutionary new
visions of professional practice,”36 leaving unanswered questions about the
effects on the professional values of librarianship of an environment where
the traditional activities of the profession are diminished signiﬁcantly.
Donovan links his strong model, the basis for librarianship’s claim to
professional status, variously to librarians’ “ethical allegiance . . . with val-
ues and ideals”37; “an ineliminable core of commitment to ends other than
the satisfaction of immediate users”38; a commitment to “higher ends such
as bringing context to all information”39; and “professional obligations to
construct socially useful institutions of cultural knowledge.”40 For Dono-
van, the values promoted by the strong model seem to be rooted in the
traditional “essential tasks” of libraries as described by Walt Crawford and
Michael Gorman: “Libraries exist to acquire, give access to, and safeguard
carriers of knowledge and information in all forms and to provide instruc-
tion and assistance in the use of the collections to which their users have
access.”41
From Donovan’s perspective, these roles of the library create the li-
brarian’s “independent obligations toward collection development and the
organization and preservation of knowledge and information in all its
forms,” commitments that “extend beyond immediate patron services,
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distinguishing the weak from the strong model.”42 Further, “It is com-
mitment to these higher ends—ends that are not reducible to patron ser-
vices or satisfactions alone—that elevates librarianship to the status of a
profession, and which forms the core of the strong model.”43 Thus, echo-
ing Ranganathan’s Laws of Library Science,44 Donovan also sets out “the
librarian’s core functions [as] to acquire the right books, to make them
accessible, and to assure their continued availability,”45 and states that
collection development is “perhaps the cardinal function of the library.”46
In the conclusion to his article, Joint suggests that “the purist notion
of a new form of culture, based on internet-based digital technologies,
and quite different from what has preceded it, is a powerful one, with
important lessons for the way information professionals understand their
present and future roles.”47 It is not necessary to adopt a postmodernist
perspective on the future of the library to recognize that the direction of
movement within the “hybrid information environment” is toward the all-
digital information future he sketches. Whether that future is reached soon
or ever, it would seem risky for librarians to bet their futures primarily on
the continued primacy of their traditional roles in collection development,
and the organization and preservation of knowledge and information, or
their professional standing on values based in those roles. At a time when
increasing amounts of the information that library users need is supplied
electronically by remote providers via the Internet, it seems that even
adding digital information to the mix of what is collected, organized, and
preserved offers only limited security. But what does the digital future
offer librarians to replace the traditional professional values, which seem
now to be closely tied to activities (selecting, organizing, and preserving
knowledge and information) that might no longer be as essential to the
librarian’s work in the new digital environment as they were in the past?
WHAT FUTURE FOR SERVICE?
In the present information environment, Donovan laments the deprofes-
sionalizing effects of librarianship’s lack of connection to values, arguing
that the weak, “user-dominated” model of librarianship does not provide a
solid-enough basis for thinking of librarianship as a profession: “If librar-
ianship is a profession, then the weak model’s service ideal is precluded;
if, on the other hand, user satisfaction is the librarian’s highest good, then
librarianship can never be a profession.”48
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In describing his models, Donovan relies, in part, on two sources that
focus on law librarianship and suggests that each encourages the weak,
service-based model which he believes cannot support the idea of librar-
ianship as a profession. One is the 1996 report of the AALL Special
Committee on the Renaissance of Law Librarianship in the Information
Age (often referred to as the Renaissance Committee), which was pub-
lished in 1997 (with supplementary materials) under the title: Toward
a Renaissance in Law Librarianship.49 As a member of the Renaissance
Committee, I co-edited the ﬁnal report, whichwas drafted by Peter Schanck
(then of the University of Kansas), prepared the report and other materials
for publication, and contributed a short paper commenting on an essay by
Schanck regarding the future of academic law librarianship. When pre-
sented to the AALL executive board, the Renaissance Committee report
included a number of recommendations for action by the Association. The
AALL board chose to endorse neither the report nor its recommendations,
but “accepted” them as the basis for further discussion among the AALL
membership.50 Donovan also references the Law Library Journal article
I published in 1998 under the title: “Redeﬁning a Profession.”51 Both the
AALL report and my later article were written to consider the impacts of
technological change on the future of law librarianship as the profession
entered a new century.
The Renaissance Committee Report and Recommendations
The Renaissance Committee was established by AALL President Carol
Billings in response to a call in the 1994–1998 AALL strategic plan for
the association to “provide leadership to shape the legal information en-
vironment in a time of rapid technological and public policy changes.”52
The committee’s ﬁnal report described an environment in which economic,
social, and (primarily) technological changes were signiﬁcantly affecting
both the day-to-day work and the core values of law librarians.
In attempting to position law librarianship for a leadership role in the
churning information environment that it described, the report emphasized
that the mission of the profession should be to “serv[e] the information
needs of the legal profession and the legal information needs of the public,”
noting that the other things librarians do: “acquiring, collecting, organiz-
ing, retrieving, and disseminating legal and related information are only
subsets of that basic mission.”53 In distinguishing the service mission of
law librarians from the other roles of libraries and librarians, this is a signif-
icant statement. Certainly, it might be read to support Donovan’s claim that
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the Renaissance Committee over-emphasized the librarian’s role as service
provider to the detriment of other activities that he links to professional
values.
But, it is important to recognize that the Renaissance Committee
grounded its emphasis on law librarianship’s service mission in “a set
of essential values or principles” and speciﬁcally reminded its readers that
“belief in the value ofwhat one does andwho one serves is a precondition to
doing one’s work most effectively.”54 The values listed by the Renaissance
Committee focus on access to legal information, belief in the rule of law,
opposition to censorship, and commitment to diversity. Thus, in contrast
to Donovan’s suggestion that too great an emphasis on service decouples
librarianship from its other core values, the Renaissance Committee report
sought to link law librarianship’s mission of service, not only to other func-
tions of the library, but to broader professional values tied to the library’s
role in society: values not unlike those pointed out by Muddiman in his
discussion of the development of the modern library or those implicit in
his description of postmodernist writings on the role of the library.
Although Donovan doesn’t discuss the Renaissance Committee’s state-
ment of professional mission and values for law librarians, he does criticize
the report’s recommendation that AALL “open its membership to all peo-
ple, with the same rights of voting and ofﬁce,”55 which he says bolsters
his claim that the Renaissance Committee fostered the weak model that
he feels de-professionalizes librarianship. For Donovan, the proposal to
eliminate educational requirements for membership in AALL “suggests
an insecurity about the identity of librarianship itself.”56
I think that most members of the Renaissance Committee would be
surprised at this interpretation of their work and recommendation. The open
membership proposal was drafted in recognition of the growing numbers
of information technologists working in law schools, law ﬁrms, and other
organizations dealing with legal information. The committee’s idea was to
encourage legal information technologists to become involved in AALL
and acculturated to AALL’s values—rather than build another association
for legal information technology specialists only, and to position AALL
to lead the development of a more inclusive legal information profession
“from the position of strength among the information professions that
librarianship’s established base of knowledge, skills, and values should
provide.”57
(Donovan reports that the AALL membership “prudently spurned these
short-sighted suggestions at its next annual meeting.”58 Although the Re-
naissance Committee’s open membership proposal was voted down in
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1997, two years later theAALLmembership approved amail ballot amend-
ment to the AALL bylaws,59 opening active membership to “any person
who is interested in the objectives of the association and works with legal
information in a library or information center or provides library services
on an independent contract basis.” The openmembership language remains
in AALL’s current bylaws.60)
“Redeﬁning a Profession”
The article “Redeﬁning a Profession” was part of a larger project to
explore the impacts of information technologies on legal education and
law libraries.61 Like other members of the AALL Renaissance Committee,
I was intrigued by the growing numbers of information technologists being
hired in legal organizations, and wondered about the implications for law
librarians. If legal information was increasingly accessible on the desktops
of law professors, students, lawyers, judges, and others via Lexis, Westlaw,
and other databases (let alone the then only nascent possibilities of the
Internet and World Wide Web) through networks and terminals provided
and serviced by technologists, how would the role of the librarian change?
In working with lawyers and others to improve access to legal information,
technologists were beginning to do some of the work traditionally done by
law librarians and were positioned to do more as the beneﬁts of desktop
access became more apparent. How would the relationships between the
two groups play out in their increasingly shared workplace? Were they
separate professions or branches of a larger “information profession”?
Were they professions at all?
Having little conﬁdence in my own abilities to construct professional
models for either librarians or technologists, I turned to the literature of
the professions for help, and ended up relying heavily on the work of
Andrew Abbott, a University of Chicago sociologist and author of The
System of Professions: An Essay on theDivision of Expert Labor, published
in 1988. Although, by the time I wrote, Abbott’s book was already too
old to fully acknowledge the impacts of desktop computing and network
communications onwhat he called “the information professions,”62 I found
his classiﬁcation of professions and his identiﬁcation of “the information
professions” as a group worthy of study to be particularly helpful to my
project. Other writings on the profession of librarianship were also helpful.
All are referenced in the article.63
For Abbott, all professions work in environments that are constantly
changing with the emergence of new professional groups, the invention of
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new technologies, and the recognition of new political realities in the work-
place. Within the workplace, professional groups compete for recognition
through claims for jurisdiction over particular areas ofwork. (“Whosework
is this?”) Although some professions, such as law and medicine, assert
claims of jurisdiction through licensing and regulation of who can perform
the work, even they must compete with other groups for jurisdiction in
the workplace. In a 1998 article dealing speciﬁcally with librarianship,
Abbott wrote that “[p]rofessional work is usually work contested by other
environing professions,” and characterized the system of the professions
as “a world of pushing and shoving, of contests won and lost.”64 From
this perspective, there are some areas in their work where doctors compete
for jurisdiction with nurses and physician’s assistants, lawyers compete
with paralegals, and librarians with technologists. Librarians work with
information itself as a discipline, and as a result they can ﬁnd themselves
competing for jurisdiction with professionals whose work is based on the
knowledge of their discipline, which is held and organized by librarians.
Donovan cites an example of this in a quotation from Fred Lerner’s history
of libraries, describing the early issue of who should select books for the
collection: the librarian or the professor.65 Closer to home: who knows
more about legal information: the law librarian or the law professor?66
Abbott also criticized the traditional “textbook sociology” approach to
the study of the professions, which examined all knowledge-based occu-
pations aspiring to professional status in light of the characteristics of law
and medicine, then categorized those occupations as “semi-professions,”
perhaps at some stage of professionalization, moving toward being full pro-
fessions like the two prototypes.67 (He notes as well that “the conceptual
difference between profession and semi-profession probably hasmore to do
with the difference between men and women than anything else.”68) In op-
position to the textbook approach, for Abbott, “[t]he professions all exist on
one level,” and “[w]hat really matters about an occupation—librarianship
or any other—is its relation to the work that it does.”69 Abbott’s ap-
proach is not in conﬂict with writers such as Talcott Parsons, who have
deﬁned the professions in terms of the characteristics of professional
work (e.g., knowledge, skills or competencies, shared values);70 it is in
conﬂict, however, with the idea that all professions must aspire to the
things that characterize law and medicine, and distinguish them from other
occupations.
Donovan’s article does not acknowledge the kinds of distinctions among
the professions employed by Abbott and others, arguing rather that, to be
a profession, librarianship must be like law or medicine. As he puts it in
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discussing my article: “When [Danner] seeks to dissociate librarianship
from the prototypical professions of law and medicine, he implicitly en-
dorses the conclusion that librarianship is not a real profession.”71 As a
result, Donovan is unable to accept the premise that professional work can
be based in service or in meeting the needs of library users as users deﬁne
them. His own conclusion is that: “a professional does not necessarily ren-
der his own vision of the anticipated outcome to the library user. That task
can only be a job.”72 For Donovan, the concept of “service profession” is
itself a contradiction: “The weak, user-based model that Danner succinctly
describes invokes an external locus of control. Important decisions are
made outside the librarian’s sphere of inﬂuence.”73 To Donovan, the idea
denies librarians the autonomy necessary to the professional. He quotes
the following passage from “Redeﬁning a Profession” as a restatement of
the weak model:
Librarianship developed as a service-oriented, client-centered profes-
sion: one in which meeting the client’s needs as the client sees them
was of more importance than the expertise of the professional. This
perspective has differentiated librarianship from other professions,
such as law or medicine.74
After the quotation, he states that this “conclusion instantiates the strain
between two incompatible visions of librarianship as service occupation
and information profession. This chimera, however, is unsustainable.”75
Yet, the ideas that librarianship is a service profession, not merely an
occupation, and that all professions need not emulate the characteristics of
law andmedicine are hardly original to “Redeﬁning a Profession”; they are
commonly accepted in the literature of the professions and the literature of
librarianship. Abbott describes the information professions in terms of their
roles in providing information to others: they “help clients overburdened
with material from which thay [sic] cannot retrieve usable information.”76
RichardMason haswritten that all information professionals aremediators,
whose purpose is “to get the right information from the right source to the
right client at the right time in the formmost suitable for the use towhich it is
to be put and at a cost that is justiﬁed by its use.”77 Other writers, too, have
emphasized the mission of librarianship highlighted in the Renaissance
Committee. Unlike Donovan, they do not conclude that a professional
culture of service, focused on meeting the needs of information seekers,
deprofessionalizes librarianship.
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CONCLUSION
All professionals provide service to others using the particular knowl-
edge and skills of their profession. In his book, Work and Integrity: The
Crisis and Promise of Professionalism in America, William Sullivan cites
the work of Eliot Freidson in support of the idea that professional work is
“a model of good work . . . a commitment to a body of knowledge and skill
both for its own sake and for the use to which it is put.”78 Sullivan attributes
the persistence of the professions in large part to the sense that professional
work is intrinsically rewarding “in the ethical sense of contributing to the
well-being of the society in which they work.”79
The service mission of law librarianship is to help those seeking le-
gal information to ﬁnd the information they need. Librarians have always
used their skills to assist library users, not only to locate materials, but
to formulate questions and strategies that will get them what they need.
These are skills that may be increasingly important in the current time
both to fulﬁll the needs of information seekers, and to support the val-
ues expressed by the Renaissance Committee and in other literature of
the profession. Before ubiquitous access to information of all sorts via
the web became commonplace, there was more convergence between the
information seeker’s need to ﬁnd useful information and the library’s tra-
ditional roles of acquiring, organizing, and preserving information, as well
as providing access to it. Information-seeking took place within a con-
text and space provided by the library, and each of the library’s func-
tions served the patron’s needs, often in ways invisible to the user. In the
print environment, Ranganathan’s second law of library science: “Every
reader his [or her] book” could not be implemented without implementing
his other laws.80 In the digital environment, that may no longer be the
case.
In considering how librarians should (and should have) responded to
these threats to context, it is worth turning again to Terry Martin’s com-
ments at the 1996 AALL town meeting on the future of the profession. The
systems failures that Martin noted as contributing to the need for interme-
diation between information seekers and information (“readers and their
books”) can be viewed as failures of the library profession. More than one
writer has pointed out the detrimental effects of librarians’ long-standing
willingness to give up responsibility for building effective tools for locat-
ing information to publishers, and then to information technologists, and
to be “mere tool-users” ourselves.81 Can we really defend the consistently
bafﬂing search options and displays of results provided by online public
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catalogs? Is it hard to understand why library users would prefer to insert
undifferentiated terms into a search box, then to scan the results of the
search to determine which will be most useful? Can we justify the costs of
fully cataloging library holdings when we have not managed to convince
our users that those efforts improve access to thematerials they classify and
describe? Perhaps, it is to these sorts of challenges that librarians should
focus their attention.
Even as libraries change and as the resources they hold shift to new
formats, which may themselves change some of the things that libraries
do, the librarian’s role of providing context for those seeking informa-
tion remains essential to library users’ abilities to successfully locate the
information they need.82 In a recent article written to celebrate the ad-
dition of the one millionth volume to the collection of the University of
Minnesota Law Library, an institution he describes as “a library in [the]
grand manner,”83 Bob Berring asked: “If law libraries can no longer be
deﬁned as buildings, and can no longer be viewed as synonymous with the
collections of information that they contain, and are no longer the insti-
tutions that deﬁne legitimate information, then what is their true nature?”
Not surprisingly, his answer was that “the soul of law libraries consists of
law librarians.” And he notes that this has always been so: law librarians
“have long played the role of the intermediary between information and
the person who needed it,” and provided instruction to researchers both in
locating information and in how to use it.84
Berring quotes a dean who remarked to him that he sees a great need:
“We need to develop people who can stand between the information user
and the information system. Someone who can understand user needs and
translate complex systems.”85 Berring, of course, knows that it isn’t neces-
sary to develop or create such people; they already exist. It’s not surprising,
perhaps, that the dean misunderstands what librarians do. Perhaps he can
be forgiven for not thinking that librarians might be the answer to the
problem he poses; he is thinking of information-seeking in terms other
than those involved in ﬁnding books in a library. But we ourselves cannot
afford to link our professional identity too closely to traditional print-based
library activities.
Twenty-ﬁve years ago, I published an article speculating on the future
of legal reference service86 that concluded with a 1958 quotation from
William R. (Bob) Roalfe, who developed the law libraries at Duke and at
Northwestern and is well-known for his contributions to U.S. and interna-
tional law librarianship. For me, as I think for Mike Chiorazzi,87 Roalfe
has always been a particular professional hero.
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Writing then, I noted Roalfe’s observation that the same complexities
that created specialization in law library services would in future require
even higher levels of service. Roalfe described the situation of the legal
researcher then in terms still applicable (perhaps with a bit of tweaking)
ﬁfty years later:
[E]ven the specialist, let us say in antitrust law, or civil rights, or
the person who must somehow locate particular items in that ever-
expanding mass of documentary publications, is often bafﬂed by the
array of materials in his own ﬁeld, although he is thoroughly familiar
with the substantive considerations involved. He often needs the help
of one who, although not a specialist in the ﬁeld, is familiar with the
bibliographical problems involved.88
It is hard to imagine that meeting the legal information needs of the
legal profession and the public is not at the core of what law librarians
do. The ways we meet those needs may change along with the formats of
the information with which we work, but the essence of our work remains
grounded in a mission to connect those in need of information with the
information they seek, and to provide the context that will help them
understand and use what they ﬁnd.
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